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L_ne goal of this _ "_"o_ua %_z to provide an _..,.,.,.±,,._--'_"_c51._tOO1 _r the solution
of the deflections _ud inte_._l loading distribution of ring _s in cylin-
drical shells when the rings are directly loaded by out-of-pl_.ne loadim_s aud
are supported by the shell. In order to keep this stud), within mamageable
bounds, certain Zr._und z-.'!es_re laid down: only circular cylindrical shells
_e_ conslde._d, the fr_-mes yore _niform _round t._elr periphery, the _ualysls
_as limited to the elastic range of be_mvior and to a room temperatur_ envlron-
ment, and the _h-ame sections w_re considered to _maiz locally :Lndistorted
under load. Four loading cases _.re _nvesti_ted: a concentrated force nor-
m_l to the plane of the ring, a concentrated moment in a radial plsne of the
cylinder, a distributed force normal to the plane of the ring and acting over
a portion of the ring circ,_mference, and a distributed moment in r_dial plam_s
of the cylinder and acting over a portion of the ring circumference. By -_-Ing
f_m these four basic condltlons. Early in the investigation, it vas proven
that if the angle between the frmme section principal _.es and the pl2_ue of
the ring could be assumed uegli_ible, the principles of the superpos!tion
would also permit t.he out-of-plane loading conditions to be trea_ed completely
independently of in-plane loadln_ influences. It _as demonstrated by rea-
so.uably extrmme cases that the. effect of ass_uing the principal axes un-
rotated was indeed ne61i_Ible in the ring s.-lution (not calculation of
stresses) and, therefore, this assumption _as adop÷_d for the remainder of
the anal_sis, in the solution, only _hose inter_,_l i_ds s_nd _
only those deflections and rotations are solved for Vaich are directly in-
fluenced by out-of-plane load_ng. Unit loading cases and ,mit elastic/
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INT_ODU[NrION
Strength/welght efficiency in the structural design of aerospace
vehicles is essential to meet desired performance g3als. Ring frames
supported by shell structure and loaded out of the plane of _ ring
elastic axis are quite eom_n in aerospace structures. Up to now, frm_s
_ere analyzed for loads in their elastic axis p!a_e. Since this is oaly
a planar (2 dimensions) problem and, as such, is very simple, it lasts
to graphical sol._tions, used almost exclusively for _zer a century. The
out-of-plane loading involves the 3 dimensions of space and, as s.o_h, not
only precludes the use of graphical methods b_t also complicates unrea-
listically the corresponding tabular methods.
A fresh start may consist of setting up the solution of a curved
beam of variable properties and with a sk@w-eurved (n_n-planar) elastic
line with vector representation and matrix algebra. This is relatively
_imple _uu_ its generality _=-_I_ =_ .... _ _-_-^_-_+_ _ +_
problem which are of great value in the overall solution. In other words,
this first draft matrix algebra should be sear_./ued f_r _hese characteristics
and later the solution be tailored to their use.
The resulting theoretical method, which is presente_ in this report,
is of an even more general application than the skew beam case. It will
be shown that it applies to the case of such a beam supported elastically
along its length, provided the new factors are properly identified. By
generality it is meant that the solution of the elastic support part is just
another step of the same mathematical form and technical formulation as
the solution of the curved beam itself. As a result, the problem of this
1
program can be solved eiUher in two steps, solving the ring first and _he
ri_-ahell tie second or in only oae step where the individual rlng-shell
ties are only additional elements of the structure.
It is the purpose of this remort to present this theoretical method
with its applications f_r optimization of the soluti_, to give the for-
malated analytical procedaLre readily adaptable for use with _igital compater
programs sad to include optimization carves, coveri_4_ a wide range of








UNIT SOLUTION OF T]_
FOF_DRD
The analytical formulation of the ling solution presented in this
section, applies to any complete loop beam in 3 dimensigne. Very little
char_ze w__uld be necessary, and then only in the part called "Determination
of the Ring indeterminates", when it is not a complete loop.
As soon as we concern ourselves with "Practicable Optimization" the
mathematical model of the curved beam becomes the model of a circular
ring with constant properties. This model is presented now and will be
used hereafter, although most of the basic relations are completely
generai.
MATm_.TICAL MODEL OF THE CI_AR RING
G_
Figure IA shows the plane ZX of thc r-no elastic line, which _s a
circle of radius R. The center of the ring is ts/_en as the origin cf
the besic system of coordinates XYZ (clockwise system). The elastic line
circle is oriented like the _-rJ._Pnon-e+r'_ circle, starting from point
(Z = R, X = O, Y = O). Any point i on this oriented circle is identified
by the r._'-_.',:_.... : ___:,%e i _"_'_[t_ "-,---_.....,'_- X- = F' "-'.\n'_2 ,
Y = O, Zi = R Cos _i-
I
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can imagine the ring s_pported at S_tion 0 and cut from the support at
We
Station n (free end) and acting for the moment as a cantilever beam.
For the problem ahead, four types of running stations, such as m,
are identified.
i. Station m ("iL_m) at which a concentrated external load is, or may
be_, applied.
2. Station m-i (_n-l < _ m ], such that the element of the ring
bet_en them is __ca__e_ element m. s_ud may be subjected _o a
distributed external load, still _nspecified.
3- Station i of element m, _m > _i > _m_l at _l_h an e!e"
mental deformation will be computed.
internal loading and deflections may be r_q,lired.
ATI 0_ ID_C21 _ CATI ON
,_5_= IB shows -_he stat_n_ related to Station m, located "-A_
elements m a_d m * i. Stationl m-I is c_t inooard of Station
_/qd
Iz_
..... , Im * i is cu% outbcmard. The concentrated load apolied aZ Station m
is between them.
_ta.m _ 5U _ _
t
1
Figure lB. Station laentification
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Leading is either concentrated at the typical Station m or distributed
on element m.
We identify concentrated loadlng with the letter _, measuring incre-
ment of, so that _+m is the increase of internal loading at Station m,
thus an external lo_d.
We identify the distributed load by the (small) _, such that _m
is t_ distributed loadla_ on element m, for one inch of elastic line
tity so no confusion is possible.
When there is No superscript the vector --_m (=_(o))-- is in the
general system. In the element system there is a superscript between
parenthesis, usually (m). The vector/_m is always in the system m of the
cross section of the element m where the increment of distributed ]oa_i_
/r) ._W .. /_
"_ m _m is _,u_.ed. _.ht_.r_foreVeCT.Or T ne,_-dS no superscriptI n -
If we cat the ring at Station m, the load applied by the outboard
Dart of the ring to the inboard part on the face of the cut is called the
T
_o_ _o_ _,_o_ooo._too__o:_oot_f_od_ (-_°_),
in the system m of the cut as m) and at stations I and + i as
+(o_,m-_ 4_/°_,(°+_t
m and m respectlvely.
6
Dh_2I_LED LL_AD VECTORS
_ne !osd vectors_, _ ._ are vectors of order six; the three
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Figure 2. _Fpes of Ring Loedin_
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E_LEVAL_E OF LOAD VECTOR
It is often convenient to select a basic system for this eq_ivalenc_.
In this problem, the system of reference of figure IA is selected. The
problem is to determine at Statlon p _he load veetOr_p which is
T_











We note that _$_4 /-- p Ir'_ p
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THE DISP!ACEME_FgS /_fD DE_fONS
[ LF_TT iON
Deflection is always associated with deformation. If a solid S is
deformed betwmen the origin _nd Po-nt A, _I _ ie_::at of th_ _olJ.} _t A has
moved relativ_ to nn ela_nt at the orig_n and _h_s r_latlve displacement
could be tailed _, 0 for orion.
Although a deflection Is a relative displacement, displacement is also
associated with solld body motion. It is always relative, sever absolate.
if, in the solid S, the origin 0 is used for the reference system, and the
origin is subjected to a displacement A O arbitrary and relative to a
A
fixed system, we _ find the displacement _-_A at Point A of an element
of solid S resulting from A0, urovlded _0, A A and the coordinates
of Points 0 and A use the same coordinate system.
Trne two previous cases can t_ke piace simultaneously. As the result
of the deformation between 0 and A and the arbitrary motion A 0 of the
m
zxoA
solid at O, an element of S at A has been displaced A + A relative
to the fixed system.
Finally, _ssumi_g no deformation betl_.en Polmts A and B of solid S,
the displaeementA B of B, relatlve to the fixed system can be found
A 0 * _ at A In Uhe s_e _er as A ".,'as found i',omAo.from A ' A A
10
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!::_Li
At Station m of the r_.ng elastic axis, the displacement relative to
© ) iu the system of the origin.
If at Station m, curvilimear coordinate/_m , _e tame a small arc
_S deformed, Station m + din, at _m + _m, is displaced relative to
Station m. This displacement is an elemental deflectiom. It is us'aally
computed in ,' _ system. It _ll be called _ (mm)_ --_ (m) since
g_m = 1 imch.
_ (m) are of order six; the three com_oneuts ofVectors m and m
the linear displacement and the three components of the rotatioQal dis-
placement.
A 1LJ,...,
/Z_.S,.._.,-i - - '"
1
'_'" rlq R X
I_,,! _. i _"I.
wi.thlira_ i l)' I ,_,_A )-f -- i R "f iI-:"l ...... .m .....!..m !
i-Jm'_ i zlt
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E_LqV'T,J/_CE OF DISPLAC}_I_T VECTOR
•_ ._._._ , ,_," ;;v _Z-}_!
As for the load vector it is convenient to select a basic sys_m. In
general, the system used for the load vector is used for the displacement.
Our problem is to determine at Station p the displacement vector L_
p
resulting from the solid body displacement A m takimg place at Station m.
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G % qand p __ and genermlly
Similarly with matrix } k m _ _q
° ._) b
i






-- -- I"L "- "-'M,
The proof of this,
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_ieh is given below, is similar to the one for matrix
o;! o
Note that
+f, o, I o4, 
_IC CRt_;S-SIgUTION OF THE RI_
The er<>ss-seetion of Station m is shown on fig_re 3. It shows the
I v' Vhere ,_ is the oriene_d tav_zent to the elastic axisthree axes u[.. m' = m
at point m, w' is radial outward in the elastic axis plane 8.nd_ / is
normal to this plane and u . v_, ":/,_form a clockwise system. We select
the prinelp_l axis of _.he section _hich m_kes wlth v z _ angle __m It
iS called % . _ (the other prlneip_l axis) makes mn angle of ÷_/2 with
_J and thus ,_-D. _ o_.I_ _ _ .... , ,- - k
The three axes _,, v aa._ _ f):_ h %:stem ,
m, _ .:c_, the _e,eticn prope_ies _ystem at m.
,4% - _ = X






: S!_ _m, that
o ,2o_oo,. __,: 2' _,o_:ltoc_.
1S




Figure 3. Basic Element m
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{i/,_i !
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5_ON PROPEIT_IES AT STATION _"
At this cross-sectlon (in the principal axes system m) the t_
principal bending properties NI, the two principal shear prope_ies GAs, the
axial property KA and the torsional property GJ cam be computed. _aree
of these properties _ related to forses resulting in deflection8 an_
the other three are related to moments resulting in rotations. These
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R refer to deflectlou and r oration respectively,
s_uerscripts ", and _ indicate component dlrectioas_
tll tli
I •
,, _ m : ...,)m \ m m
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sec_n-;,1_pert_es az_ identified at Station m, as they may be
variable.
BASIC EI_mT OF THE RI_3
_'NTm
This element is shown on figure 3 and is the portion of the ring
located between Stations m-I and m. It will be analyzed as s cantilever
beam, fixed at Station m-i and free at S+_tion m.
!m-i ¢ m-I We want to find a% anyAt Station , the internal load is "
Station j ( _ m-l<_ j_<_ m) the deflection, relative to Station m-l.
resultir,_ from the load _ m-1 applied at S*_tion m o
m
At any Station _ (_), there is a unit distributed load applied
on the elemental ring Slice _ = Rd(_ This distributed load is
(_, distributed on the element m, expressed in the m section system
_q
,•i[]'[,L6_ , We want to find at any Station J ( m-i j m),
the deflection, relative to Station m-i_ resulting from this distributed
....
At any Stati:n i ( _ :._ (_l _ ;_ j), -- take an elemental ring
slice d_ i = Rd_i' at which we will compute the internal loading, re-
s_alting from the external ]oads above, and the deformation, or the dis-
placement of Station /_i ÷_i relative to Statio_ _ i"
INTE_N_ LOADING AT _NY STATION ._ ( _._,_ % _ _._
J
for distributed load between _j and _,. ( _j_<_m )
16
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_m
Lm_ and _j are internal load matrices. For concentrated load at
j. For distributed load _rA cant_'._ever rlag arc m,
-_,,,= co_,5_,,,t_;th _: Rd_e ,
] =
In general, the deflection of the cantilever beam m at Station j is
sum, at Station J, of the effects of the deformation of the slice C_[the
between the root (Station m-l) and Station J. in turn, t_ deformmtion of
slice _[ results _ the internal loading _i at Station i, which re-
suits from the external loading between Station i an,_ Station m. For the
e°ac_utrated l°ad_m-1 _m ' i --_T Cm-lm " Ii_m'lm . Fo, t_he di_Ccri-
,a the .o_h_z hand, the internal ioadzng at _tat!on i in the System i
i 0 i i = i "
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,_j Is the stiff_ess matrix of the element m, cantilevered from
Station m-l, loaded at Station m with _m-1, when deflection at Station J
m
is required. Obviously, Station J can be varied from Station m-l, where
_m-i " 0 (Station ,-i iS the root), to Station m, where _m is maximum.
1_mls of gemeral ,,se.
If we use the matrix Hm for the case where Station m-i is Station O,
the integral limits are from _ = _o to _.= _m and _m will I_ calL__d
The deflection at Station J, _j,is due to _ _) = _ re(m)applied
from S*_tion m-i to Station m. At Station _, where the deformatiom is corn-
puted, the internal loading _
t- o L_144
"qL -=
m and H_ is that matrix /_m (= Lm) is replaced byThe difference betveen hj O i
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As Station j varies from Station m-I to Station m, the stif_e_ss
m varles between hm
matrix hj m-I _ 0 (Station m-l is the root) and hmm
For a elrc_-_Lararc of any angle and constant properties, these intes_al
mBtrices can be computed algebraically and proud. The pro_ of
is used for Km.
m
SEPARATING THE S-DI_ION SOLUTION INTO T_E IN-I_ AND TSE OUT-OF-PL_
SOL_J21ONS
This case occurs when one of the principal axes is in the elastic line
plane of the rin_. On pa4_ 13 , g = 0 and b = Cos 9 - I, e = Sin _ --C.
m
















In _he in-plane we have 2ctatlor_ ....l__rs v,_, n_ ] . _':,--_lars
•-- =%. _ : % _ - %,%,...,,,,, = s, x, + % %
_m = m' Xm = C_ _ + S_ "m, Zm = -sin_m + cm 'm
I Lt.
i
,_- C- l,J×.i-7 1": ! --"
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J
]
In the out-of-o!ane we b2ve linear s_a-%z-;, ":
'm = Ym, _:m.= _qmXm" % _m, _m =Sm Xm + Cm 7-_
O' i are separated for the in-plane and out-of-
plane eases. 0 is made mor_ general, leaving in Station O.
Matrices , , , ' _J' '_m'hi, m
X_. = Xm- Xi
NOTE: In plar_r ring Ym = Yi = _i = 0
2O
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r_ 7TAC_JAL SO_,_fION OF THE RING
__F_.LI<I:L°J'Y?i/L_L
The ring is a curved beam supported at Station O until the 10_d
n-I
#n (= _n ) applied at _he tip Station n is determined. This load is
the "indeterminate" of the problem and is obtained as the solution of the
boundary condition. This condition stipulates that _ _n is the load which
must be applied at Station n, in order to bring Station n back to its
original position before the cutting. _n is = 0 if no external load Is
applied to the ring except at Station O, where the ring support resists
it wiZhout imposing deformation to the ring.
Therefore, the indeterminate /_n must be known before the ri_g solu-
tion can be coapleted. Actually, _ must be assumed to be known before
the deflection at Station n, n can be formulated f_r writing the
boundary equ_tlons.
The following solution will then pr_senL _/le _olutIo_ for _^ _-_---_
loading at any Station m (i<= % n-l), the deflection at any Stati= =
Cl% n) resulting from the application to the cantilever beam ofm
the external loading /_m (1< m %n)and _(m)m (I_ m _ n), all
given except the indeterminate A _n" The boundary equations then become
specific and the "indetarmlnate" _n is their solution.
In the ease where the curved beam is not a complete loop, which under
balanced loading needs no support, but an arc between two end supports,
the same procedure can be ased, selecting the right hand support for the
root and the left one as the tip of our cantilever beam.
_ ii_
22
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The complete solution c_'ers these consecutive steps:
Step One: Determination of InZernal Lo_dlng _m'l at StationlT 1
!
Step Two: Determination of Deflection A m at Station m.
_r Indetel_nate .Step Three: Sol_tion of the Boundary C_ditions _
of Fi_ _m'l from Statlon n-i to Station O.Step Four: Determination
Step Five: Determination of Final Am from Station 1 to Static_ n.
_n here should be used as _ check.
_ere ,_a_s
m) A
Step Six: Determination of Final _ and __j ,
That Station J is Between Station m-1 and Station m on
Element m, when Such Results arm Requested at a Specific
Station.
The recta'fence formulae at Station m are
Thus the final recurrence equation at Station m is
,..-/x l _-[ '" + r?]
.i _'_--" "F%: _,l"tl_ _,V_u_/'m+
If we want ¢_m), internal loading at Station J of element m
na .._.,_-uG r'_-21
By t_sing this relation, starting at element n and bui!d_ng up, down and In-
eluding element m + i, w_ ob+_ln ¢(_. + I) In terms of the external loading,
setting _ _n separately; then
u_Fl_lJ L _. u i _-,_
e_
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Now for J = m, = and since +;;'+"
- m m " :D
have obtained_ _- i in terms of ,pplied lo_din_ _nd _n' s!nee _mwe
ial
£ ' ;




At this point, an important relation at m = O,[(m - i) --i) can be
proved by this al_bra.
7"_ ri 'T"L'° t m..ld _o 1 should eq-_al #_-1= .A _t..,Since ( O = O =
we find
_,
A _0 is an external load a_p!ied to the ring at Station 0 and it shoul_
be the support reaction. Its expression shows that it is the balance of
A
................ ; ............ _ --r 2 ..............
' _" _ applied to the ring. As the ring loading must be balanced,
'i_l
any Station i with an external !_ad_ng J_¢i can be taken as the root of
_he csmtilever, and all the other exi_ernal loading applied _o it. _¢i
need not be applied since it will be the support reaction.
STEP TWO: _IiATION OF DEFIIICTIOIi A m IN _ OF TH_ APPLIED LOADIIG
The recuuTenee relation at Station m is
- t i " • , t'il [i-+,_?
r,_ m- I"+t-i,_.++ _"__ ill
_U i¸
2t+
re_at_o.., star_ingat Station I and goin_ to Station m,Applyip_ this " _
we have




but it can also be written, using the _, P and H'_ .
(_-i'_ [It"_ _-i _i_-,L_-i-_ _-\_-_ T_._ _"_,., ,k_ -i o[ '" I / ) 'J"t,l_
By compar;son since pm =]_ m = ]
Fij
- }_, ,",ji'D --
.J=:
25
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We can also o%tain the H's in terms of the K's
m-1 m-1
therefore,
m m m-I _ m-i
NOTE: This relation Is important. It w_ll be seen later tl_tt t_ K's gdve
a simpler boundary equation for the ring. If these integrals are computed
and programmed, the more complicated version H need not be computed and
programmed for the f_llow_ng steps.
expression A m above, if m = n, becomes, _%_.
2__, u;t_-/_A._ +
j=t j 1"1




_"i i ___, I'! -- _ 0 _ i i-_ i _, '
' . ...,.,. _. "i .
.,_.. I n l-it] ,
i. _. lq -! "
-'_"K"( 4 -4"i" i " ' [ m,}
•_ Ct, I , .,
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STEP THREE: SOLVING T_E BO'JNDARY EQUATIOffS FUR THE I_'_m_U_B
In the ring problem the boundary condition is /_n " AO or
_n " _ 0 = O. Therefore, the right hand side of the previous equation
m_st vanish. This right hand side is the sum of the _ng deformation,
(m) (i 4 m4 n) are given,,
this equation can be solved for the indeterminate/_n (_n-l) st the
cut Stationl n-l. This gives
,n
Cgmp_ting may require_ a different ayr_ngement of %he externmii_ _AppLied
loading, separating the concentrated loads _ _m from the distributed load
_m). It may b_ convenient to use the followimg.
For Concentrated Load A _m
,A@,.,.,
n-1
For the S_n of the Conceutrated Loads _-_ _ _m
(
_ =_
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(=)
For Distributed Lgad --_n
For the Sum of the Distribated T.,oaa:ts f_ %h,ftJd'l _'([;71=K;=O(rtl;,)
m=|
• • -- " .-- _Y,_ ,t,.___ _...,+t _rl n %, ! m
Th_s leads to a v_uviation of the total A _n, which follows.
i" _ ...,_q_, _'_ _ /r_r,,-'_-,/_t_1 rm vu _'] i_- t< <A < hd<
STEP FOUR: DETERMI_ION OF THE FINAL INTEFA%%L LOADS _ m + 1 AND -#m-I
AT STATION m
_oo°A __._n-I_,kn_.the internal loedi_ is computed pro-m
ru. '_I
gresslvely from Station n-I to Station O.
Direct Computation of < + 1 M.'._t 5t-_ i" -- ./\_. "+ i. iq_ _;
--'Jlq-t_ l]-i t
.'----rl -I ,__11-2 htl-t {r_-i)
;tr,_z%__+C._zq;'.-_, a,_d [/r',.+.tii,.l
¢,; +,'-'-'_-"-'tt',+i,,+o,] o,,-,<o-,>- _" _Aq, ." ,, - +_, _/p__,:'w{t:}_ _= "rl- -I _-2:" r,-z ....
-, , ]
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In general at
At the root




Where & _0 is %he support reaction.
Computlug _ ÷ l, _-i, etc.... _S_ "i = , _. l.|lC_T_i_'k_
29
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STEP FIVE: DETE_4IN_ION OF THE FI:.WAL DKF_ON AT STA_ION m
_ m
Since _ 0 is hnown, Z_ m is computed progressively from Station i to
Station n. _n at Station n provides a check. At Station l,
C f(2At the outboard end Statlon n, _n /_ n-1 + _n ÷ han
STEP SIX: DETE_IATiON OF FINAL _!m)AND _ (m) AT _"/ GIVEN STATION j OF
j . J
ELEPhaNT m
Since _m = _j _m (m)m-i and _k m-1 are known, .j_(m) _¢ mj _zm-1 +
= m-I -m J
PARAMETRIC SOLid'liON OF THE UNIFO_ CI_
EEQLqE_fS OF OPTIMIZATION
h_
_'ne preceding solution is geseral. However, the matrices lj, j,
of c_--_ed beam Uhey can be compu÷_d a!gebr_i_aliy and prog_ammed for the
computer, in these cases, the study of these matrices may give some cl_es
which may simplify the optimization problem. In the problem of clrcalar
shell supported uniform rings with out-of-plane loadings, the previous
matrices are at the simplest. For this case, optimization is shown in
the following.
3o
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PARAMEtrIC FOil! OF _ BASIC _'_TRT_CES
This sabsection is still general, as applied to a basic element m
of the ring with constant radius Rm and section properties Km. This
means that, unless the optimization of _he whole rin8 or curved beam is
unde._ken, the parametric for_ of these matrices is still applicable to
cases of curved beams construc*.cd of circular elements m with the above
specifications, although of different Rm and Km.
The follow_ng also applies to the case, shown before, where the
3-dimensional case car. be split between the in-plane and the out-of-plane
cases becaase the angle 6m of _.e principal axes equals zero.
We nov proceed to develop the parametric form of the bBsic matrices
in th_ same order as in this report. The subscript m is omltted and
R, KD and _ are only shown, with their respective powers, positive or
• t(ae_.e_tav.)
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P._K_Y_IC FOB_4 OF THE BASIC VECTORS
are _m and /_m" With the parametric form of the basicThe bas_e Yectors
matrices, it is easy to obtain the parametric form. of the basic vectors
and to check that tb_se formm run true t_ugh the _le sitsation.
Eq,_va!ence of _p at Station s
s . p s' _s "
Vector _p p :" 0 '" P i:
i , - i..., i
t.IDol
0  °IIR !
" ' i i" "ui
Equivalence of _p at Station s
_s = _ s _p, but _s PO = POs, therefor_ _s = POs _0"
A
It is obvious that pre-or postmultipllcation of the vectors _s and
s by the mahrix_ of change of coordinates does not d_ange their R
parametric form since its form is I, the unit matrix.
i
3_
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D_ON OF A _iC _f m )F THE RING
For cone Id. A j _j
are the most gener_l relations. We a!resdy have the paa_trle form of
and h_, bu_-me m_st prove tha% the eq'/iv_lence obtained by pre_.ultiplying
i
then by matr_.x P _oes mot change t.heir form. We rewrite them.
R'K e. :R°K _
1
For The Concentrated Ld. 3:-1
If _m I resElts fr0m A# r at Station r tJne_
but-_ _r = }_, rk @F_ £X _i_ R KR R .__ 0 _
'_ i R'K_ I R°Ke R' 'R °
i lR°!d_+Rzt<R' R'K R i
I _ '
J R'!"(R _ R°i<_ 1
Therefore tP_ par_etrlc form of/_j Is the same in terms af interns/ and
external loads.
Equlvalenee of Aj at Station s: _s = _ _j = _ Rl _ 7_ mr /_r
s m
pot=,!, _ t p, '_i
, . I-_l _.tg[o.,_,_R K_ K ; _
---I
- -+-i'! - .RoI<_t
i
! tR':<_' _ R°K'_ I
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:..7
_T..erefo_, -_he equivalence operation does not ch_e ¢_e parametric fo_ of
._kj in terms of internal and exterrml loads @
For The Dxs_ribut_d LoaA
The proof in this case involves the equivalence only, premultiplyir_z
matrix H by _. By _slng matrix H, A_he proof for applies to bj.
In steps three of the "Actual Solution of The Ring" we solve the
boun_ry equation for L_n , whleh is aet,lally internal load _nn-l.
We now must find ander what conditions the _-rametric form of _n-i
- [I
is the same as for the basic vector _p, for both given !olids (external)
X-_m and _(m). The key to the problem Ls the inverse of stiffness
matr_x <. We can use the last expressio_ of _ _n and restrict oar proof
to one term of each s_n. The resulting expression of /_n is
l
A_ _-l_l-!_'_k"_'/\_'_'"-"'-"'-'*""F" '" ''
< ,, ,, l,,,j
From the previous stady of parametric forms of the stiffness matrices
,J
!st. Fm _ bms the form of Km =_ _iH.
m m
_m -_ R2 _' which is the form of matNx hj.
3rd. pa hm _ R_ H.
n m
_"e_efe'_e _n form is R'' {H)-I(RI HL_, ÷ R__ _(''_,d the problem
narrows down to +he inverse of matrix H.
has the form of R%
36
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Let ,as write the f,all form of _ as 'IO°_D',/D --_ '_ _
t
t





• b, c, and d are kmown matrices of the 3rd
e
order. Inversir_ this matrix H is not straight forward, if the power5 of
P are to be retaiued. Moreover, the determinant of H iS
so that the denomi_tor of the inverse rill be a polynomial of the 2nd
p.,wer in R. This r_s:_lts from the existence, of the section-prope_y matrix
KD. Should this matrix be__ O, or the effect of the KA and GA s negligible,
H could be inversed indepeadently from R and the_ optimization would be
simpl ifled.
Case Where KD _ 0
We start from _n = K_n _n"
n--_n ,,, ori { -- i '"
r ] C _ , nl




Let us r_plaee *_hls equation by a
R%
! c K _ t K _
, !d
This matrix can be inversed independently ..'r:,:_ R.
'A !a< ' '-t[h I '[Let i '-- , . !. en
C D' K _ dK _' 'R%i i iC ; '
I
I
I leaving out m
_ AI I ,
15i'ia°r
51'
Now :.he vectors are restored t_ their origln_! form _ _x.








lid _t ,,i JAP_mi l ii-_ ii' i i nl_ I
R_nerefore, the _ndeterminate _ _n = _n'l has the same parame_tric form
as _m" As a result, all the products of the back substitution, namely
_(_) (m)
,a _d Aj have the same parametric form through the solution.
OPI'IMIZATIONOF T_E CI_ RI_
It was Just found that when the section properties EA and GA have
s
lltZle effect, the m_trix property KD can be cancelled end the radius R
drops out as an independent variable.
38
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it was also found t.hat when the angle @ of the principal axes has
Z
little effect, as it is the case with the our-of-plane loading, the in-
plane problem cam be separated from the out-of-plane problem. As a result,
the (EI)y can be made infiniSe in matrix K_'m Moreover, the inspection of
m shows that one property, for iastance,the stifi_aess n_triees K_m, ]_, and hj
_ Ca_ be t_ken OUt.












o ,o, o I-K io o o i
' i
0 ,O,Kz i 0,0,K _
Originally we had nine independent parameters to consider for the
optimization of the circular uniform ring; R, the e]estic line radius,_m,
the angle of the station, @ , the angle of _.he princi;_l axes with the
_U
basic _yst._ a_ Station 0, and _he six section properties In K .
The precedip_ study has redaced the independent pa/n_leters from nine to
two, the angle _m and the ratio ¢_ = GJ/(EI)z.
obtained with R = i and ._. = i need to beThe final internal loads
sealed only for R, as 6iven in the "Parametric Form of the Basic Yeetors"_
a/u_" the determination of indeterminate _n"
= i and 4 = 1 must be multipliedThe final deflections obtained with R
by the actual _ = I/GJ and also scaled for R, as shown by their parametric
form.
It is inberesting to note that the internal loads are independent of







_t__ion m the internal loadsIn Section A, we lesan%ed to compute at e -+
_:-i and the deflectionz _m of the elastic center of a ring fixed at
Station O. Concentrated loads _ _p were applied at any Station p of *_he
<lastic center and a u_it distribste_d load _P)_ along +_he e!ast_c line
of the element p. At Station C; we ass.ame a support which applies to the
ring s/l extera_l lo_d _ _0 _hich ba!s/_ces +.he others.
The reference system of the ring X_ Y, Z, at r.he rin_ center has its
ZX plane parallel to the plame of the contact llne between the ring and the
supporting shell. It is assumed that the supporting reactions of the shell
s_._e c_ncent_v_ted at points of contact located at the Statlon5 m and
a_suuued at the shell mid-su_'ace a_ _ r_d_ai d_sb_nu= _ + a _u ....... _ng
center, or at a radial distance a, ordented outwards, from the elastic
line point m. It is assumed that a is constant, positive if the shell is
outside of the ring and negative when inside.
. oF m LL
F_gure h shows element m-_ which starts at the middle of ring element s
and ends at +-he middle of ring element m + i. The an_le of this element
is _ (the shell-ring contact point at Station m is called m).
i




Figure h. Shell - Rin6 Element m
&1
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The concentrated reaction of the shell to the ring, equivalent to the
s.+esl reaction along element _, is , as shown. Assuming that it Is
_niformiy distributed alone the element m, letting the shell thickness be
t, the unit press_me on the shell is
If we assume that at a normal distance d from the ring contact lime,
the shell is fixed in the Y direction, _he displac._ent _- of the shell




K_ = E (R + :a) (p; t
is tb_e spring cons÷_ut of shell element m.
In our present cage K s = O, as an approximation Justified by the
complexity of an elastic shell solution. However, it will be kept as # 0 in
............. _ .... _ ...... 2e-"_!b!e u__e in +_he futur?
P_RiC SOLUTION OF SHE!/,-RI_G STR_K_I./EE
The algebraic solution of the sh_ll-ring struct_e is very simple.
Ho%-__ver, we must find in what conditions the parametric form of the in+_rua!
vector _;-i and deflection vector /_m of the ring supported by theload
shell, "M_ieh are used for optlmizatiDn: remain the same as those of the ring
alone, or at least are compatible with optimization.
The parametric solution will achieve thi& result, while describing
clearly the so!ation +itself.
_2
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In,
_/r_e equivalence of the shell reaction A_ at the point m of the
elastic _-xis is _ F Y = Z_ FY (AmF;)
m m
and with a = £%,R, _M u = -a _ = - O( R A
m m m
O( (= a/R) ratio is an independent parameter of the sheli-ri_g sol_tio_,
br!nglngthe total to three, _m' the running station,
_/_ __/(_a_.
Now at aay S_ation m, the deflection A E_ p of the elastic center due
m
to the shell reaction A_ applied at p_int p of Station p is
i I=I _i. -
I -- @
R 1
The resultin_ deflection o£ the ring at point m of the shell is
- u__Y-=ItR-_9, )-(xRiR-_i-<-)l/___l-i
"_ere [_ is the um component of _m _p at Station m.
_lnally
yR, .v
Now _ ide_tiO" by t the exterr_al load A_ and (.p.
-IR 3 ! ZhFI}R-_' RT •
i
L_R,¢ lff,*r_ _ "U"l'U
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The resulting deflection of the _Ing at Polnt _ of the shell is
m F
- R_A F+ RzAH + R4-_. R_m
_na_ly, the equivalence at ooint m of an arbitrax7 displacement A O at
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i _
SHEI;_ RING DEFLECTION EQUATIO_
P
Usi_ the preceding values of_ , this equation is
%
- ,R-' R: otf
7_z
&ltho_ A_ are external loads for the rin_., they are internal 2c_d_
for the shell-ring structure. _"_,eirparametric forms, relative to R, for
A¢ and _ in order to prove that the whole expression of A_p check
t_z_m also. A 0 is solved w-ith the help of _he eq_libri_ equations.
NOTE ON _. If K_ iS not proportional to R3, R ==t be an additional
independent parameter in the optimization prsblem, bat only for %he part of
the. solution ineladed in Section B. Hove-¢er: if t decreases when R
increases (t = R-I 6), the element _ depends only on _N (n_mbe_r of elements
is fixed) mid d varies as the square of R (d = R_ _), then
_5
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In this case, R can "be left out and tae independent pe_u_eter is
It is _,een that acceptable optimization is stlil possible when Ks_
m
n3t zer_ (i.e., d _ 0).
RING SUPPORT _ATIONS
A_ the ring s_pport there is the shell reaction
at Station 0 is
_H vt __ --
O--
i_ _0" Its equiva&ence
Since the:_ is no defo._natlon involved = Y0 -
_R V7
0
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SolvinC t_e first for ^-_Z_ar6 : A/_.o gives
_ _ _]AF o - (7_AF_-,-A_-,-,,T,,
e
No'_j the s,;c_nd is written explici_l_
- RAF- >,h.__ + RAF+AI'4 + +R_ = -z_14 o
P
but since the shell cannot resist _ at point
o - Co
the right hand side of the m_ment equa_lon becomes
-A'M' o =_,!?,Ar o - -_I2:A 7
I::'
If Ks, like K sU _ is proporti_nai to R 3, using the solution for /_ P
from the shell-ring equations, reduces the moment equations (specifically
the Mx and Mz) t;::O.
l fnZ
_"(oi








which is the parmmetric form of _m'l in the ring solution.
_7
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CONCL!_ IO._S _o
In the ri_ solution, Section A, it was found that if the section
property m_trix ? has no effect, which is the ease in our problem, or is
m
pIxxportional _ R2, _he parametric forms relative to R are:





In the shell-supported ring solution, Section B, it was foumd that if
th,_ ahell i_ Inflnit_lv _'d_rld (['_-- = O_ or thet if _ _S nr_.r_r_n_] _ R 3.
the ring parametric forms above still apply and optCmization ca_ be dons
letting R = 1.
However, the solution, as presented in :_ections A and B, is general and
c_ be _sed for any values of Kin, KS_ aad R, even when these values chan4_
with the element m.
In the present contract there are only three independent l_mmmetere,
_m _ the station angle, _z/_x-GJ/(KI) z, the ratio of section properties,
and _= a/R, the ratio of the oriented distance of the elastic curve to the
shell to the radias of the elastic curve.
LD "_-]
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PART II N(_4m_--_Aq_l_E
A list of the more easily defined symbols for Part II is given below.
Symbols too complex to be described in _his Brief section are defined in
the text of Part II.
Am = cross-sectional area of element m.
C = radial distance-ring elastic axis to shell.
Dz = normal deflection f,results).
E = modulas of elasticity.
f is used as a superscript to indicate a f_nction0;Adistributed force.
F is _zed as _ superscript to indicate a f_mction of a concentrated force.
FZ = internal normal load (results).
G = shear modulus of elasticity.
I_- = moment of inertia ab_,!t t_e pr!nc'p-_l axis nearest to element A__xis_r0
Iw = moment of _er__an *: about the principal axis nearest to eie:nent axis w.
J : t_ist coefficient, (twist = (tc,l-q_e)'ilength)/JG)
k used as a subscript indicates the station m_ber of an applied load.
im = length of element m (!m is the distance from station m to station m + !).
m used zs a superscript indicates a function of a distributed moment.
m i_ the station number when u_ed as a subscript.
mx = applied distributed moment about the x axis.
my = applied distributed moment about the y axis.
[mx] = a _trix of dlstr/b_ted moments about the z axls.
my] matrix of distributed moments about the y axis.a
T_ is used as a superscript to indicate a function of a concentrated moment.
IOBIH AMIrR_C&I AVI&TIOI. INC. . tO$ &IIi;ELES OIVt$tOfl
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M -- !n+_er_l moment (results).
[Mx_, = a matrix of c Jncentratedmoments about "_he x axls.
r
L_yj _ a matrix of concentrated moments about the y axis.
R = radlu_ of ring elastic axis.
Rx = rotation about the x axis (results).
R = rotation about the y axis (results).
Y
T = interual torque (results).
a _ element reference axis or lo_ axis of an element.
v = element reference axis perpendicular to u s_ud w.
_k = applied distributed load.
C_°I = a matrix forces.of distribu_ed
i7 _= a matrix of concentrated forces.
w = element reference axis perpendicular to u *_d to v.
X_ = the distance in the }_ direction from the origin of the re_ferance axes
to _tation m.
Ym = t,he dis+J_nce in the } direction fr,_m the origin of the reference axes to
station m.
Zm = the distance in the Z direction from the origin of the reference axes to
station m.
= deflection of ring elastic axis in the Z directiom,
@ = angle _f rotation of the principal axis from elez._nt axis v.
_)= angle from x axis to station m.
,_x = rotation about the x axis (analytical _olation).
,_ = rotation aboat the y aXiS (a__al_ical soiatio,_).
5o
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T T ri_rANALYTICAL SO _Jl _ON
_is portion of the study dea!s with the aualytieai solution employed
to achieve the results presented he._eln. It may be considered as the work-
ing model of the general solution descr!l_ed In Part I. Some changes in
nomenclature and eo_ventlon were made in order to better fit the computer
subroutines that w?re already in existence when the study w_s started.
However all qur_ntities _sed in this pa_ are fully identified as needed.
M::r ": T._ the coordinate syste_m and station nsmberlng systems are shown
in figLlres 5 and 6. Therefol'e this section is self contained and has _
the necessary equmtlons for prod/cin_ a c_puter Trog_; in keeping with
its practical aspect the expl_mations are brief and limlted mainly +_o
progl-ammirlg Information and data pr_senZatlon.
RING-_ SOLtYfION
Figire 5 shows the coordinate s;¢s_m... o relative to the station numbering
convenient for the compater progl-am, wms foun_ to be ansuitable for the_
presentetlon of the gl'aphieai data. Therefore, the stations were ren:a_be_red,
ms shown in fig,ime 6, for data presentation. This undesirable but necessal_y
eompllc_tion should cause little trouble if it is remembered that r_ges g_
through _ of this section ased the figure 5 numlm-_ring system with the
remainSer of the report depending on the flaure 6 station numbering sygtem.
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and_r are in the x-y plane
_J'_s in the direction of Z.
External concen*_rated loads are applied to the elastic center of
Station ii. External distributed loads are applied over a 9" arc
symmetrical about Station !i.
Figure 5- Ring Station Numbering System for Compatatlon
i
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Ex_rual concentrated loads are applied to +_he eL_s%ic center of
Station 1. Extermal dlstrlb_ted loads are applied over a 9" arc
symmetrical about Station 1.
Figure 6. Ring Stati0n Numbering System for Data Presentation
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±._,- _ nnn_ _OLb'T_ ON
RING SOLT_iON
Each point of c ntact of the ring, with the shell is identified as a
station (see fig,_re 5). Each s÷_tion m has three coordinates Xm, Ym' and
Zm . The solution dese:-Ibed Sere places the ring in the x-y plane so
Zm = O. Starting %_ith these station coordinates the following quantities
are_ cgmputed:
Z_X_, = X'_- X__ I
-- //'_m(_ ,Lc ,15 _m /
quint!ties are:
_.a'var - ,o -. _X' ,_
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[,._ q [r--H l,_ys t[ jthrs_ L' ul j below are d'ag;¢_al matrices:













= [dX_-Zs : (::X_rzo
= I?_
0
Lu_,j 'z, zo ,
[dF1= _-; F
r_F:, id F F
[ F" [d F F,.Ld,,j] = , d _,[ uJ'Z._ - 2.
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F_l'll = FAM ,_
. _ _/-,r" l 0
,c ¢ d: _zo
LIf F7 _. _ .F
----['_ _-I '_
yM
_._.TXLX eq::_tLoas Eb'e =C_er g_tlt.tes.
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In effect larger matrices are f&_n.ed by asing the above matrices as
scbarr_y$, it should be noted that the e3mputer progr_T, stgres only
i__ ' ["D ] etc. are stored as vectors.required da_. For instance _] , L :'- , ,,
[T]'s not f3rmed but its action is accomplished bx a subroutine, and null
matrices are never stored. But schematically
The * indicates that the matrix is transposed.
I_,,]_,3.,;_o - -,
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Urd% concentrated extem%a! loads, k'one for e_hp-_ load component and
ring s_ation), are _grouped In matrices as follows:
; -_ r/,vi v ,, : L_ L, , AV ' • -2,0









Unit distributed loads are applied to several ring se_nents, th,_s
r ] .gq = [zxm., " - ]
'!_.ese _oed arrays also become subarrays or:
- ?(, C _ J' f_ (b 0
-,", [v]<[_x]' "',-'° oc I,A_: ,_°,
;: _ ("_ (-" q.i C/
I ......
A _.._iuLlu'_ fur =he ring, _r_u_y fixed a-_ _T_=i_n i, -_Z bu_ corn-
•_ C Q ,'7 0
c, 0 0 C o
0 -.[Ofj ,,7; 0 0
0 0 _n_] O 0
_ce" F,o o ;my] o
r
C, C (." _' 0 _,
pl.eteiy free at all ot_her stations), is now obtained for the above unit
applled Loads. in matrix Corm the eq:-_etions for * "- sol u+-_
CF : TT.,_¢
A F = D,_{_ F
'!F" -
A:I = D_ Tr_
59
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Be ....... d from selected elements of Z/_ according toA :mtrix _ is :'_ _
are the elements of Z_ . Or, since the n_muber of rows and columns in
Aq_ is 6 ¢ 21, the bid _o_:
L C
u_, 5 o_,_ , ,j=,;_., , _ = -.) , = i.21(j-t;
Other matrices are for_,_ed fromZ_Fandfk ¢ by selecting out r_ws, or:
_'- "* _ " "_'_- 0_--_
""-"F- _u_J I ,,i ,43., _,.... • F
"_' _ RCW 1,2 _ 4" ..... #_Sf_' -- _- , '-_ _ " _,i _" L._;i"-
Up to this point the ring has been tremted as a circular cantilever
beam clamped at Station i but free to move st all other stations (see
f/gui_ 5)- When loaded this beam would deflect in such a way that S_atlon
21 would, in generm!, be separated from Station I. The internal loads
at all stations, (for loads externally applied to this beam.) are given
_re given in =_Itrices/_,_ and/_ I . It now becomes necessary to rejoin
ring Stations i and 21. Tnis is done mathematically through the following
rmtrix operations.
.,_ :zi _ _,,.De _-I 21
matric_sA_ 2' a_d A(1) 21T_,e " RF g,f represent loads which, if applied
to the _mee end of the e!rcalar cs_qti!ever beam.; (Station 21), wo,ald bring
this free end back into proper contac_ with the fixed end, (Station I).
6o
___4i>:__:':__> >ii!¸ ¸-Ii¸¸_:(_(_>: _i_ _¸ ,_!!!¸¸¸_i J_!ii_/_!: :_>:_<
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2t £t
row n_li matrices. Thus, schematically











This pe_--mitsthe determination of the internal load, deflections
and rotations of the continuous ring as shown below.
_ = :X F- DglTFA(DRF
61
F
Where _ _ contains _e internal loading due to unit concentrated
f-
forces and/or moments. _ c_n%ains the related deflections and rota-
tions, and _C are the correspondiv_ load and deflection matrices
for umlt distributed fDrces and moments. These .-esults are shown
schematically in figure 7-
The res_!ts obtained above complete the solution of a ring fixed at
Station i, 21 free at all others. These results are of value mainly in
that they a_ used as input data in next s__ps of the solution, namely +_he
determination of ,_actions at r_ng-snell attachment pDints and the finding
of the fin_! load_and deflections.
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_'_igu_e 7. Res:11t 11_triees From the Ring So!_tion
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"F _ /"R_d_ SHELL TIE
?ne b_sic ass<_ptiou used in the solution of the ring shell tie
!s; the shell is infinitely rigid alor4_ its axis of revolution. This means
_t no deflection norm_l to the rin_ occurs where %he ring attaches to
%he shell. This condition gives a bo_darE equation which is the !_sis
for the solution, Symbo]iea!ly then:
S R _ ©
L"
where Z_ is the deflection no_-_al to '_he ring Bt th_ ring shell tie
Station m o
2_. is the normal deflection of the ring at the elastic axis.
C is t_ distance from. the ring eisstic axis to the shell at
m
Station m.
is the rotation about the elastic axis at point m.
In terms of the reference 6ystem the rotation _m and the deflection
-& (_x -Y ,Z,.,, + C r,, m SiN "Fr_-- @_.COS , f,,,)+ v!,
w
+ +@:'r"-',_,,_Y_)+c,,,,,Slr',,,i"Fj]
are functions of the loads, (forces.. _nd moments), applied to the ring
elastic axis. Thus to _tilize the ring-shell "tie" reactions in the above
eqtmtions these reactlon_ must be translated to the ring elastic axis. This
trans!at!gn prgd_ces moments Ln addition to the reaction forces.
_V z&M x= C z, ;_ SIN _V
m i'n r,,i
s n : -c,.
m
Or
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_:2: - /
_y_ng matrix no_tion t-_ the _._ndar_ _ e.qmmtions prod_ces the
fO_ _,.wlrlg:
. [z,_ix]AM_+ [z_],,,,K+[z_jm_+ = o
"_ [zs] _, _, % r-,+_ro-_-:_ _r_,_×
_'V +,. (_P_X D["IY LY _L b '_-S' MX= ' - V + Dr
are from /-_F_ of the ri_ solution. C is the distance _om the rin_ elastic
_xls _o the shell. D rand D
S C
Cos "F _e_pective!y.
kz] - [,,,,. •
r, 3
LK@yj [-C C 0 S uP21,(,XI
are _iagonal * __ - _h_ Sin,ne_r__e_ _f end




x20 C C c ST2o _ - •
" • (×,-×_)-c ccs_]
L S_NT2o- !-Y,2c.), " "
. p c I I',j :+L., _ (y, _ y.,q
-f- C L_<, R k - DC FC_/K • -_.-h_r,= _:;_.." -_-:,p,.-"
k represents the c,_l_n eorres t_onding to the external __oad appli_tion
station.
[Z_,'F_] = [D_K "t-C (D S R_- DC R_)]
k] [-_ )][Z _ -'_,,YK r L_s_x __ -,_,,: -- - _mYK -- '--'LI_p;YK
r_._LZ_ and [Z_J are :lot included here bec--use they
needed to o_c_im the graphical and tabular res_Its.
not
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_ t_e matrix of ri_-_nel] r_ct_ons forces
is the applied c ;ncentr_ted force.
andAM ×
ff are _pplied concentrated m_mengs.
/q_K _s the applied distributed force.
m.xandm_l ere %he mpplied d_strlhuted nk_nts.
The _inkno1_ns in the bo_undary eq,mtions _ reaction vec+_or !AV'_ ]
J
a_a 2_C'eq,_stlons and 2_ unkno_mo. Th_._dditiona! equations are supplied
l_y ri"--_>'e_'_,__,. _ equi]ibr::_m. Vectors repre_entin_ t_he eot:ilibri__ eq_ations
r I
[nc_ fc _ ,-"-,s___o c'..q',F_ 7 o o]
[K_] = c[s,.%.s,.__o.
r_,'_,_ [ , K + x,,, , ]L e _ = _XK _ I _ \i 2 .,,'; _ I
/"' " K+ l
: _ K + i'\ J
s _NT;-, _,, o, o i
] = I _ © , I _ ©3
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- r FR J
XK"
"J'_N or
._"'L:-.j + _rF<J--c Lb =- L' J
The internal loads, deflections _nd _otations can now be determined
!_ER!_J. LOADS, D_Im__CTIONS AND ROTATIONS
First tP_ reaction forces are translated to the r_ng elastic exls, or:
i_'.14y_i -- -C DC /_V::
i. 67
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Rotations about the x and y _xls are:
,,vv _ 7 ^r,,IX r_,Xl ,-,,- r_X .l \
,-h K.,..,. K . """
..,L'_.PI _:.jK __ K ,_i.:',",r j K_K _ i:'l#_¥jK t_'_y}
.:.q.= Lnvj[._vs7+ r_.'.7[:..,_]
+, ¥ ,_ _,,, q,,@,,]_',,<.[_,_.,,]_._,_t,,-]K_, [,_;,,,],,r,,,,,]+
At e_eh station two ad_itional quant:/ties _r ":'r%...... - ._.yeo'c _.:,-
torqme about the elastic _xis and the moment about the axis normal to the
elastic axis and in the plane of the ring. Or:
][r._= Pc]_.,,,
r ] O _t_: = [ c:¢.x
- -: _MX
68
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P_T _T_T
• _ T _ T,C'',/ "T _-',_r',,T.,',. _'_'r',,r_ - _r_T _"TT_
....;,_t...,n:!eve!c_ he_a!n !s an ,.__e--_*e.....__. znd p._a_t '.'a__. ..
within the framework of the conditions and assumptions sti_uiated, For a
!_argo nt_ber _f c,_-rent _er_'s?_-ee _pp_ ......._, e. _¢orhab_e tDo] of [_OCe_t_.,.L-
-_--t" gr-,:'nd_ v._¢ or, if_o_ himself whether hi_ _*_,_,_ hies _fthin the ..... d
:{_:t. whethei-_-:_.._ &_vis.tlon is _ _iglcant..,.. _e_ ,_...._-.'_._.re._..____"_,_.:_._.............. . _r .P,'r_._. i
and the Drzmcipies _nderly_,._C':_it are ._-_.u,_-,,_n_,-_and _.n_ed-:ta_l anc_]
P_.-.,.' !t'_ _].,:_V'eiOD-n ..... _.....d _ _ pro_Ts/n is only orfe _-x_]_ of the _ny _ -_
_cnts wh!eh e:)t_!dbe b_L_t tqDon this fo:_mlation.
It is reeom__nded t/_at serious eong__derntlon !_e given te next extend"ng
an _]_t_e zhe!l into one _rob_em t:._rer_i_ee _).,_!de_iT-e _ _ of _" "
...... -r_- or a _+"_y Df +'_:_ inte_.ction of the r_[ng _ith the struct,n'e _:hich
]_oasis it, In contrast co _he ideal_ point _._,:_,.v'.,....-r_d_vect?r feed_ e,_oiica-_
tion used herein, Another direction _o treeconsidered in furti_er deve!oF_K_nt
of thi_ analy_!s is in the experimental w_rifieation of both the b_.sis and
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A ring cross-section is formed by passing through the origin a plane
which is parallel to the Z axis. The elastic axis is deflned by the llne













radial distance from ring elastic axis to shell, (inches),
= normal deflection ,(inches) . See figure 2.
= modulus of e!_sticity,(pounds per square inch).
= internal normal f_rce,(pounds). See figure 2.
shearing modulus of elasticity,(pounds per square inch).
= the moment of inertia of a ring cross-section about a radial e_xis,
(inchesh).
= t_st coefflclent,(inches_). Twist = ((torque) (length)/JG) .
= normal deflection coefficient.
= internal normal force coefficient.
= coefficient of rotation aboat the X axls.
= coefficient of rotation about the Y axis.
= internal torq,_e coefficient.
= internal momentj(inch-pounds). See figure 2.
See figul_ I.
See figure i.
A _ = applied concentrated moment _(inch, pounds).
,IK¥ _ applied distributed moment j(inch- pounds)
R = radius of ring elastic axis ,(Inches)
RX = rota%ion about the X axis.(radians).
Ry = rotation about the Y axis_(radi_ns).
T =
A V K =
See flgur_ 2.
See figure 2.
interaal torque,(Inch-pounds). See figure 2.
external concentrated force _(pounds). See figure I.
_V
i",.i _/







= reference axis in the plane of the ring. See figure i.
= reference axis in the plane of the ring and perpendicular to the
X axis. See figure I.
= reference axis perpendicular to the ring. See figure I.
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TABLE OF CO_TEItrS FOR O,*_tPHICAL HES_TS
!
1. c/R = c.ol, c_/_ _ _.oo,o._,o.o2 __c_/_ - 0.02, c/_ - o.ol,o.o5,o.o9 i
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Aj)]endiz I
TABLE OF CONTE:_ _'R _ _""' _
P_')_24ETFAR SB.__
_. c/R = o.oi, C,/KI = a.oo,o._)o,o.Ga t _. (U/E1 -- o.02, c/_ _ o.cl,o.o_,o.o_
2. C/R = 0.05,_J/m = 2.00,0,_,o.021 5. C_'/SI= 0._0,c/R = c.ol,o05,0.o?













































i . ;,0.09i. -e/_= o.o_,_/_ = _.oo,o._o,o.o_ . _/_.__ o.oa,-c/_= o.o!,oo,'
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Use of Graphs
There are two hundred and eighty-eight pages of graphs _nd forty eig_,t
_es of tabulated values in the appendix. These pages contain the quantita-
tive output of this study. Displayed are the results for three internal
loads, two rotations and one deflection at each of eleven stations for four
types of applied loading and nine vs!ues of ÷_he two parameters. The internal
loads _ tJae normal force Fz, T the torque about the elastic axis, and M
the mg_zent about the axis in the pl_.e of t_ ring p__rpendic Llar to the eias-
t_ _';is. _e deflection D z is _aeasured _ _ " _...... pe_pen_.cul_ to the plane of the
-_a_iC aXlS.ring a + the ring _ _
J
y reference suxis r_spectively. Fz.-tcrnal loading is cc_posed of a unit con-
.......
_entr_ted force _VK, a unit distributed faroe fL/-K, a unit concentrated
torq,_e Ag_, and a unit distributed torq_ 4"
Each graph has three curves vhich are f_nctians of either three values
Ro_tions _ aac_ P.. am relative to the x and
of the F_ra_etcr C.I/EI _th the parezneter C/R constant of Caree -_aiues of
o;_ • " n.TITrr _,_¢._¢. AI_, each Z._ph contains the _%rtico_lar result
. . plO_. _re _rc twelve o _ these ecuntions; t_o
each for internal force Fz, internal mc_.ents T and M, nonna! deflection D z
and ÷ __ ..ro_at__n R_ and Ry. These equations are +_he same for both concentra+_d
and d'istributed loading but differ fur forces _ _ments. _'_ -",ed are:
Applied Force
F z = KFZ
A__I ied Moment
Fz = KFz/R
T= KTR r=r 
Dz = KDZ _R2/'EI)
1
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The graphs are arranged in the appendix according to, first the applied
loading, second, the result type and third the parameter type and value,
(see the appendix table of content_). E_mh page of tabuulated s_swers con-
tains output for one type of resa!t d_e_ to a single loading condition but
for all stations and all parameter combinations. These pa4_s list not
only the points plotted on the g_ but in addition the unplotted
symmetrical point v_lues. Where results are needed at discrebe station
points either *_he g_raphs or tabulated results will serve equally well,
bu%-for v_!ues _._en stati__u-_ t_ =_raphs -____m_ co_nient.
Values of the parameters @J/El and C/R will not, in general, coincide
with those sho_a on the graphs. It is necessary to interpolate twice to
arrive at a result when neither GJ/EI nor C/R are represented by the curves.
__/_.._sinter_D!ation can _ acnn_n] _ahed in two ways; either by interpolating
with respect to GJ/EI from a page with C/R constant then interpolating
between p6_6 for the C/R v_l_e or by using the pages w_th GJ/EI constant
and interpolatin6 between curves of C/R. An interpolation table is in-
eluded for the convenience of the user. It is explained below.
Steps:
i. Determine the vnl_es of C.I/EI and C/R for the structure involve_.
2. Enter the value of C/R from Step i. in co!_mn_)of the table.
3. Eater the value of GJ/EI from Step i. in column_of the ÷_ble.
_. Frsm C/R of O.O1, 0.05 or 0.0 9 select two values such that the
one smaller than C/R of Step 2. goes into colmmu(2_and the one
larger than C/R of Step 2. goes into col_mn_
2
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5. From GJ/EI of 2.00, 0._O or 0.02 select two values such that the
o_e smaller than GJ/EI of Step 3. _oes into column_and the one
Isxger than GJ/EI of Step _ goes in%0 column<_
6. In column _ enter the K values, (from the graphs or %_bula_ed
resultB) ) that COrTespond to the colmm1_value of C/R and the
col_m_value of QJ/_I.
7- In column @ enter the K val_es that correspond to the column
value of C/R and the cDl_mn _value of GJ/EI.
8. In column _'_ enter the K values t_mt correspond co the ccl_
valu_ of C/R and the eolumm_value of GJ/EI.
9- In_ eQl_ _ e_%er the K values that CoITesDond to the colt_mn _ ....
value of C/R nmd the column_value of GJ/EI.
i
IO CompleZe the %able according to steps shown the_on Column _ 1
now contains _he K values for C R and GJ/EI of Step 1.
Ii. Use the values of K from Step _O to obtain internal loads or
de flecti 3n s.
An example, shown below, is the procedure to be fo!low_d to find
KF,Z where C/R is 0.06 and GJ/EI is 0.15. The completed example table is





c/rt = o.06, =
0.06 Is entered into col,.uan
0.i5 is entered ±nt_ eol_n_
0.C5 is entered into eol_mn_and 0.09 _s entered into coiumn_
0.02 is entered into co!umn_and 0.20 is entered into coluam @
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6. From page 301 the va!ue_ of KFZ for GJ/EI = 0.02, C/R = 0.O _ are
entered into c_iumn @
7. From page30| the values of K_ for GJ/EI = 0.02, C/R = 0.09 are
entered into column @
8. FFam page 30[ the values of K_ for GJ/EI = 0.20, C/R = 0.05 are
entered into column
9. From page 30t the values of' KFZ for GJ/EI = 0.20, C/R = 0.09 are
entered into column @
I0. The table ks completed as sho_ on page 6 .
II. Since KFZ is for a concentrated force Lt is equal to Fz. Thus
.... PZ for II statio_ of the ring _ve been found for ca_ in
question.
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_)VALUE OF K FoR
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Practical structures us:_al!y have loads applied to several !ocetions
around a ring. When this occurs superpositJ,_n of res,._its is necessa_ and
it can be accomplished by using ,_he tabulated or graphical results presented
here. Examples 1 and 2 of Appendix 2 require s'Ich s,/_perposition. 1"nose
exsmp_es &r_ fully cornered in A_pendix 2 but the method for superposltion
is also described below.
Case _. 3uperpositi_n of Concent.-ated Loa_s
Steps:
_. Sele:t a siation nt_Ibering system such that each point of load
2. Let Station ! of the tabulated or graphical results co/no, de "_ith
a load point station.
_. De,.terv_ine the K value_ at the other selected st__tions from the
and _ei_cbe _] "_,,_<*[3ns. r_y "[.z necessarY. .
(Note t_mt gr_yh-.oa! re.suits ar_ for i/2 of
_Le rim;,, so tabulated results sh,_i].d be cons_ited to i'in2 the
signs of ,anplotted syc_etrical points.)
h. Multiply the K values of Step 3 by the load applied to the load
point of S_ep 2.
5. Let Station i of the tab.,_!ated _r _raphieal res_[t coZnclde with a
load _oint station lif_er_n_ f_-'_m that of S_cD _.
6_, P_.oea% S%_._a q and 4 f3r the l:_ad point .of'Station 5.
. Repeat Steps 5 "z"_-_,. o unt _ all of the load point _*n**o,'_._...,have
been operated on.
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_. S,mn for em_h station the values of K frgm the p_cedi_4_ steps.
_nese s_7.s are the K valises for the msitiple concentrated loads.
Csse 2. Superposition of Load Diztribated _;er Part of A Ring
Steps:
I. Select a station num,berlng system ssch that the ends of the lo_d
bearing segments coincide w_h stations•
2. Let Station I .] coincide with the end of a segment that is _:" *
encox_tere.d _n a c__,c__,se s;_ep of the ring. (FJee figure _)
Determine the K v_-iaes at *'_ _r.+=_
.J °
cr gr-_phica! results. If gra[nlcal results are ,as_d consL'_t
_ _= gns the symme%r_ca] points not shown.... _ a_d values f_r th,_ sJ of
on +me g_aphs. "* ,_ _%'_'_ _eces_ry t_ inLei_polaZe between result
stations snd selected stetlons.
h. M_ll]p]y the K v___e of Step _ by the ]oed applie_ over a nine:
_bi-_, sediment starting a t Sieti2n !.i.
St,2_c, 3 and _.
6 Repeat Step 5 _ntii Lhe i_a_ __t_._.nt end "pposite _o the starting,
point is enco<_ntere_.
7. Sum for each station the values of K from the preceding steps.
These s,lms are the K values for the load distributed over the
ring segment.





S_m K values from _!I d-;s*ln,_* load =_ _= _
....... __n_=. The z_us _ the K
values for +_'_ _"stri_ited _, _'_n
.......... .n...g condition
A set_aent., in g_neral, will not '_"_'^ evenly by nine d ...... s
"Fneree_re, the method described above can _ in error by _h_ effect
of h.§ _r fewer degrees of load segment. This error can be
greatly red_ced by approximatir_ the remaining load bearing seg-
ment as follows:
_,u_tip!y the !cst se_ of K va±_es from Bred 6 by the ratio
of angle of sez_ent remaining to nine d-=_r_c
i. "so these. K values with those of the p_ce.!ing Darts of
............ the load segment jn Step 7. (See f!g,m_e - _).
N:._I_E2: If the load over a se_ent is _uiforrl _;he necessar/ work can be
reduced by using preceding results to increase the basic arc
covered on each pass through Step 5. _n_s after the first pass
through Stel_ 5, the results for an arc of ,-" ' _'_"
..__gn___,_ degrees is
available. TT_is t,__,:,_een,_e_r_.. arc can be _3ed _o _bLain the
res_llt6 fcr _-:*h_ " " _..
......_r a twenty seven or thirty s_v degree arc, etc.
Ni)TE 3: If the load ever a segment is not _nlforu. it must be approximmted
by averaging over each nine degree arc se_nt.
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APP_!X 2
_o _?_cific rlng ex_mFies invoiv'.ng four cases of loading (one for
_'" _ _ - "_" _ ,_ P_fe_nc _ 4[ These-<_,_p_,e ± and three for _--_xamnle 2) were , ,cc v_d via ......
rlui[ ex_ples we_ ansiyzed using the method of this report and %he c_-
purer progl_Uns ,speelally developed for thls method. The re_sults so ob-
tz!ned are given b ....'_ with exr, lanat!ons of the steps req1!red in the
s ,_:L _,_tions.
..,,,.CJZ .,] ,_ ]_
/-. _ ) "
"_" _ arid " crDss- _ ~. '-' - _;_--'_ the stati-_,ns_ ,>_. ng r:_ng; sect_'3n z f Exs_,np_le _ F_gure z ......,_
se/ecLed c'--,-_ __se -_i the _ _ -_'_
h L h
ix = 1.2)/_n. , i, h.271 _n. _.e t_,ist - -"_" : = ¢-
- = _e_e_cnt, vas J 0.,2Z_3_ in, .
R, the radius _asured fro_ the reference axes or_In t3 the r!ng eiast_e
...... _,:. ,_:n_ =" ,">.q -'" - _hC" ._ ._'_L[_-:C -;,-_-_,_ _ .... ¢2 _'-] _7":t "I'_,.:T,CC;&I,r;_.:.,-:,,'_
.'_>-°_ ""-_ ...... " :Y!'" :2I]5 ":>-' r-_(" _.!t,{] " :;D].f'_c-.'>_ -LibeL'J, ( .-r'k. :',:_:_ {'r_ t;::'2
• :_LsT-t.'C ;--_ a_]e : ..:p_acc:a.'nt 2r.cr: _:_c elastic "*_Yis ",:.<4.;.ccd a t-rq:ze at
• ci_ _'..'>g.(_ -: L.,:: _"_q_. Dr ;_q.-..; ,'.--_ r'/._ C:<d ,,.,o'"*.-_r_. ]z_d v_.i,._,eS" .__..- <,-..r_= ,._ a4_, r', C¢c'A
....................... ._'nge :_f %he res,Lts of ._pD2._d_x q. _"'_
OJ/gl, unf::,rtL;nate'--_a ,_as less than the lower GJ/EI ilmlt of C.O2. it was
necessary, theref?r_ -, to run the r_.r_ s_.,]ution _ising the above v&_,._es of
_x'_ J and g. ?no tie s_l,;t_'on w-es r_zn for a nit .....-'_-c...,--"--,*_-,d force and
uni _ 7.>n;ent . _ f.li3 _ ,= _ " a " . __ -- .... :,.iLls _ere t:;e;_ r?;tote! *') eg[ch /c,._td £.DO].-C_Lt!O[I
s+-,,,._, _,'_ ..-'_.. -h,_ _-',..-,,_,_._ r:._,tu u2 , ...... '_- ".': set for e_ch of "_-_, "-"
L:Lg.CIf, F.O ,.'._:id L'C" '?SLc-'?a _'.? th2 ';'./O --'r'U" ,.#,_.'St "_"_2'2 F-'.a;a1.:,3. L12C ,rv_,'.p.#5 4,55 i:;a,l
1
SORTS AH|RICAN AVtATIOI. ISC. . LOS Ai_|t_S ItVtSi!!
%3 _ota-:_. the f':_,a'_ res_!t.
_l_ _ _hle T _n page _" si:3ws t]_ _n_err, al nc,rm.,al f._,rce FZ, _+
%'_rqae T. intern__i m_ment _.,'and no_,:al defleet:?n D Z for the stations
,,]erfeted in figu_ 2. _9d, s _le _(;wm & slight difference in v&l_ for
the deflections D &t station 5 ecm_a_d vlt_ station 4. The sam differences
x
exist between stations 8 _J3d _, 15 and i_, 18 and 19. Mommm_ _ shows similar
slight inconsistencies at the same s÷.atlom_. _hese _ differences are t_e
result of "round oft error" In _he superposltlon process and do not detract
from the "basic accura_ of the results.
Normml force F Z sad torque T have imboa,_ w_lues different from o_%-
board _.l_es at each statiom due to the concentrated load or res_tion at
•these poi_s. '_he vails _ho%u_ in _"_ble _ are fo_ the outbo_r4 _ o. of
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Al:_em_Tx ¸2
_:_mnie 2 tha% was _]iDwod for _ample i First the ring c ........
was a_lyzed to get the _DrJnc_el ,,_ents_, of inertia. Ix w_s 0.268,1 in. _
4
and i Z__was 0.2066] _n.. A reet_n6ular, or,_ss-stetl,on_" hav[ng_ these moments
.,e inertia s.n__s8,-term." _ -
........... _ned vz have _ :_!dth __f 1.215 thebes and a heic.ht
o_f' _._5h inches. _ne J f_r such a re,2tangle was f<_und to be_ O.L_'_ 9 _.n._.R
<_{_at_d outside the sh_-l] a_ * o* _.,_ -
GJ/_ was wi._hjn the _an4_ of _.h,a res'_ts In Appendix I;_ _ the _l__i_
3eveio_d _.-moqZ-em, a r_;_ and tie s -_*,_:u<_n'_-_ere Fun as in _<am_!e I.
"::'t f',rcc. ,:n .. LL:r_.; _'.: _:nd ',.nkt ::c:.-,e..-.z were af,_<i.'/ed _:_ a --degree mr;z.
_" 9 re_,_]tS fy:.{:_-.}]'_:so_ut::>:] were -_¢_÷od a,_d .... --"
...... _ ......... _h{. ut_rotaz_'_d resalts to obtain
z]'.'.c- restKts for %-_0 <_-_",,--_-+ -'_ _ ,.
_" _q;' _:'+,_a] Io_d arc_ _I_{..._"... '_ tn Reference _ we_ _eEemnined
_-' ....__ ,.,_...... _v, ut_ *c_-:,r Of 0._ de,tees _'as =n_,_rred in each loaded
•_,..... /%.7: ..... ,_-. ....I'][-........_ ."r_t_de.
....... a ........ _[ven in table Ft,_,_.<_n ....._,- ,
_"-_-" 9 2Q and
]l












Ix _" 0,2_81 in 4
I_ : o.20_B ,n 4
T " 0,410 c) _n
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